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Abstract - In the practical Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) systems, the Fused Biconical Taper (FTP) technology beam splitter (BS) has wavelength dependent property. So Eve will get almost all of the secret information without being discovered in the beam splitter attack. This paper proposes a solution to solve the beam splitter attack. It uses three beam splitters to remove the incredible photons which could have been attacked by Eve. Bob gets a proper three-beam-splitter group, so Eve can’t catch any secret information without being found.

Index Terms - beam splitter, quantum key distribution (QKD), quantum bit error rate (QBER).

1. Introduction

It is well known that cryptography whether in military or civilian has played a more and more important role. Whether symmetric cryptosystem or public key cryptosystem in classical cryptography, the fundamental problem is the conflict between security and distribution. People’s increasing computing power threatens the classic password security. Quantum key distribution is a useful practical way to solve those problems in information cryptography, many QKD protocols have appeared [1-10]. BB84 protocol is a very important model of them [2]. QKD’s two branches are the polarization encoding and the phase encoding, respectively. If the polarization encoding scheme does not have an advantage in high-speed passive modulation, it may has been discarded with birefringence of light destroy in practical experiment. For example, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) achieved 1GHz pulse repetition rate of polarization encoding quantum key distribution experiment and conducted a 1550nm optical network research, and K.J.Gordon and P.D.Townsend made the light pulse repetition rate increased to 3.3 GHz [11-16]. A lot of QKD protocols have been widely proved in theory, however, the imperfect factors in practical photon detector, optical fiber, beam splitter and light source damage the security of QKD’s protocols [17-20]. The Fused Biconical Taper (FTP) technology beam splitter is adopted in passive modulation of BB84 protocol. By the way, channels will be identified in Bob’s measurement after splitting photons. The FBT technology splitter is widely used in reality. But the beam splitter’s coupling ratio is dependent on photons’ wavelength. Hong-Wei Li and others use this loophole completed a beam splitter attack [21], so they can control the coupling of the beam to change the measurement basis at the receiving end. The beam splitter scheme presented in this paper solves the beam splitter attack on the passive BB84 protocol. In the passive polarization modulation coding protocol, this scheme has a very good superiority and application prospect.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. BB84 protocol and the beam splitter attack are reviewed briefly, and we will propose our scheme in Sec.2. In Sec.3, security analysis of this study is discussed. Finally, a conclusion is given to this study in Sec.4.

2. Review Beam Splitter Attack and Propose a New Scheme

Let review the BB84 protocol and beam splitter attack first. In the legal channel, Alice prepares a single photon sequence and sends it to Bob. If there is no eavesdropping, Bob uses passive modulation measuring basis to measure the single photons. Bob passively selects the measurement basis by the BS for convenient and high speed modulation. More precisely, the BS just distributes those photons into two output ports, so Bob can randomly choose to measure the photon state either in rectilinear basis if it passes through output port 1, or in diagonal basis if it passes through output port 2. The BS’s coupling ratio is 0.5. So when there is an eavesdropper, he doesn’t know which basis should be used to measure the photons. Alice and Bob can find the Eve by calculating QBER. But the beam splitter attack changes the perfect security. Because different wavelengths photons have different coupling ratio for beam splitter, eavesdropper can escape from Alice and Bob’s awareness and steal information by using a pair of wavelengths (low coupling ratio and high coupling ratio of wavelength) to control the measurement basis.

To solve the beam splitter attack on the passive BB84 protocol, we propose the three-beam-splitter program in following Fig.1.

There are three beam splitters for stacking operation. BS1, BS2 and BS3 for the wavelength of 1370 nm and 1550 nm photons’ coupling rates are 0, 1 and 0.5, respectively. Three beam splitters for different wavelength photon coupling rate are described in Fig.2.
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In our scheme there will be two different wavelength photons (1370nm and 1550nm) between Alice and Bob, so this method can greatly reduce the QBER from photons interference. The coupling ratios of this two wavelengths are 0.5. If Eve attack wavelength $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ photons, there must have enough photons be used to measure in Bob’s end, and QBER should be in a legal range too, otherwise he would be found. To describe the state in photons’ transfer process when there is an eavesdropper, two quantum states ($|0\rangle$ and $|45\rangle$) are described below. $|90\rangle$ and $|135\rangle$ have the same paths respectively in Fig.3 and Fig.4.

If Bob’s measurement results meet the requirements of earnings, now he and Alice should delete the different basis $(|0\rangle,|1\rangle) (|0\rangle + |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2},(|0\rangle - |1\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$ between them. Next Bob can calculate the QBER and judge whether the QBER is in the right range. Of course, the communication should be stopped when one of the requirements is not satisfied. Therefore, as long as we set a reasonable income requirement and the QBER (generally, income $Y$ should be at 95% and QBER be at 1%), the eavesdropper cannot hide himself.

3. Security Analysis

We are going to analyze the security of our scheme. Income $Y$ should be more than 95% in the quantum key communication and the noise in environment contributes 1% to QBER.
The income and QBER of the scheme lead to Eve can't get any information to attack without being found. Eve attack 1540 nm to 1540 nm and 1350 nm to 1380 nm range: a, a’, (1 - b’) and (1 - b) are set up in 0.975 to guarantee profits. When Eve even choose to attack the wavelength of 1540 nm and 1570 nm of photons, c and c’ should be 0.58 and 0.43. So we can get Err = 25.1% and Err ≫ 1% from (1). So even if Eve attacks the legal wavelength, he cannot meet the requirements. And the coupling rate is close to 0.5, by which Eve cannot get useful information.

②Eavesdropper attacks part of the photons. The eavesdropper would naturally choose extreme wavelength for BS3 coupling rate, such as 1150 nm and 1450 nm, or 1750 nm and 1450 nm.1750 nm photons’ pass rate in BS1 is 100%, but 15% in BS2. 1450 nm photons’ pass rate in BS1 and BS2 are 55% and 40% respectively. We can find that 18.5% of those photons which have been attacked by Eve could reach Bob. So in order to satisfy the yield condition, Eve attacks only 6.13% of the total number of photons. Eve can affect only 1.15% of key information. Finally, it is an ignorable part comparing with Y’s requirement of more than 95%.

4. Conclusion

Beam splitter attack rate is based on the coupling wavelength dependence. We just use this factor to fend off beam splitter attack, so our scheme is simple and easy to achieve. There are two kinds of eavesdropping. When the eavesdropper attacks the photon (whose wavelength is from 1540 nm to 1570 nm or from 1350 nm to 1380 nm), income and QBER cannot be satisfied at the same time. So eavesdropper is bound to be found. If eavesdropper attacks a part of the photons, he can just attack 6.13% of the total number of photons and affect 1.15% of key information which is same to the noise effect.
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